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‘Mask’ leads films in Razzie dis-honors

Long Black Train, Turner’s smash hit debut
album in 2003, put this newcomer on the track
to country success. His second effort cements
his place as a rising star, showing off considerable strengths.
One of those strengths is the sheer power of his
twangy voice. It’s extra deep, resonant and rich.
Most of the forms of traditional and contemporary country music are covered here. Several
numbers have melody hooks that will have you
pushing the repeat button.

LOS ANGELES
Bad sequels and remakes tortured movie audiences
last year, and they provided a smorgasbord for the
Razzies, an Academy Awards spoof that pays heed to
the worst in Hollywood.
Four of the five worst-picture nominees for the
Razzies were sequels or remakes, led by “Son of the
Mask,” which had eight nominations Monday, including worst actor for Jamie Kennedy and supporting
actor for Alan Cumming and Bob Hoskins.
The other worst-picture contenders were Rob
Schneider’s sequel “Deuce Bigalow: European
Gigolo,” Jenny McCarthy’s raunchy romance “Dirty
Love,” the TV update “The Dukes of Hazzard” and the
horror remake “House of Wax.”
Razzies will be announced March 4, the day before
the Oscars.
Tom Cruise earned three Razzie nominations, as
worst actor for “War of the Worlds” and two of the
five slots in a new Razzies category for most tiresome
tabloid targets. Cruise was nominated there for his
anti-psychiatry rant and for his public romance with
Katie Holmes.
“He had been a very private person up until this
past year,” said Razzies founder John Wilson. “It certainly was a bizarre turn in terms of how he handles
his personal life and the access that he gave the
media to himself. The endless posing on the red carpet and just smooching like they were on the couch at
home.”
“Son of the Mask,” a flop that starred Kennedy as a
new father whose son is born with the shape-shifting
powers showcased in Jim Carrey’s original 1994
movie, was an early Razzies favorite when it came
out nearly a year ago. As Wilson was preparing for
last year’s Razzies ceremony, his family went to see
“Son of the Mask.”
“I was working on the script for last year’s show,
and they got home and my son stuck his head in the

Michael Houser (Supercat)
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Jessica Alba has been nominated for a worst-actress
Razzie for her performance in “Fantastic Four.” Other

actresses to earn nods are Hilary Duff for “Cheaper by
the Dozen 2” and Tara Reid for “Alone in the Dark.”

door and said, ‘Dad, we’ve got one for next year,’”
Wilson said.
Besides Cruise and Kennedy, worst-actor nominees
were Will Ferrell for “Bewitched” and “Kicking &
Screaming,” The Rock for “Doom” and Schneider for
“Deuce Bigalow.”
McCarthy earned three nominations for “Dirty
Love,” for worst actress, screenplay and screen couple (she and “anyone dumb enough to befriend or
date her”).
Her worst-actress competitors: Jessica Alba for

“Fantastic Four” and “Into the Blue,” Hilary Duff for
“Cheaper by the Dozen 2” and “The Perfect Man,”
Jennifer Lopez for “Monster-in-Law” and Tara Reid
for “Alone in the Dark.”
Paris Hilton received two nominations, worst supporting actress for “House of Wax” and most tiresome
tabloid target. Holmes also was nominated for worst
supporting actress for “Batman Begins,” along with
Carmen Electra for “Dirty Love” and the Simpson
sisters, Jessica for “The Dukes of Hazzard” and
Ashlee for “Undiscovered.”

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE C1)
dealing with the presidential
election between Democrat Matt
Santos (Jimmy Smits) and Republican Alan Vinick (Alan Alda).
The series finale will deal with
the inauguration of the new president and the departure of the
Bartlet administration.
“That’s a perfect ending,”
Wells said. “We were very fortunate to get two more wonderful
actors (Smits and Alda), who you
could actually believe could be
president of the United States.
Paying tribute to creator
Aaron Sorkin, Wells said another
major success ingredient was
showing the remarkable strength
of American democracy.
“That was one of Aaron’s original concepts,” Wells said. “And
the peaceful passing of power
from one leader to another
expresses this strength and
makes for wonderful storytelling.”
So who will win the election?
“Obviously, we won’t share
(the winner) with you, because
that wouldn’t be fun for anyone,”
said Wells.
So the guessing game begins
while the question is asked: In
the blabbermouth world of Hollywood, will the final plot remain
secret until air time May 14?
The death of Spencer (Leo

•Music
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instrument designer.
He recorded and performed
with Paul Simon from 1999 to
2001, and he has worked extensively with composer Elliot
Goldenthal on music for several
feature films, including “Titus.”
His musical credits also
include stage productions like
“Twelfth Night,” with Helen Hunt
and Kyra Sedgwick, and “The
Lion King.”
Stewart fashions his instruments in his New York Lower
East Side “lab,” where tradition-

FREE
Sirius Radio
with a New Account
*In order to qualify for radio, the following
requirements must be met. Minimum deposit of $500
in new money, direct deposit (must be active by
03/31/06, and payment of three unique bills via online
billpay (must be paid) by 04/30/06. Offer not available
in conjunction with any other offer. Customer will
recieve coupon from the banker to redeem the
reward by mail. Coupon must be postmarked by
04/30/06 or it will be considered expired and all rights
to the reward will be forfeited. Allow 8-10 weeks for
delivery of reward after all requirements ae met.
Sirius is a register trademark of SIRIUS Satellite
Radio, Inc. All rights reserved. SIRIUS Satellite
Radio, Inc. is not an official sponsor or partner in this
promotion. Certain restrictions apply. Citizens Bank
Member FDIC

Additional

.15%
increase on
Certificate of
Deposit Rate
* Rate increse must be new money. Cannot be
used iin conjunction with any other offer. Expires
03/31/06. Member FDIC

For an album released four years after his
death, Michael Houser’s second solo disc is a
pleasantly surprising wonder: a quiet, meditative and joyous set of music.
As lead guitar player of Widespread Panic,
Houser fronted the group through its jam band
prime of the ’90s.
Sandbox is quiet but assertive, and it’s funny,
too, with “Country Sex Song” and “She Drives
Me to Drink” standing out as fine country honky
tonk tracks. And it’s sad. Tracks like “Goodbye
My Love” speak for themselves.
Mozez (Apace)

So Still
At the crossroads where electronic music
meets R&B, there stands Mozez. The singer
has fashioned a debut solo disc of stylish tracks
that well suit his warm and soulful voice.
Mellow or funky or with sweet harmonies mingling with a rumbling bass line and a vocal reminiscent of Marvin Gaye, the arrangements suit
each song well without being fussy.
Mozez is as comfortable on the acoustic
songs as the more electronic numbers.

Increased credit card bills got you down?

•Wing

*In order to qualify for free checking, minimum
balance, direct depoist, internet banking and
billpay, or auto deduction requirements must
apply. Citizens Bank will purchase the first box of
checks. Thereafter, checks must be purchased by
the customer. Expires 03/31/06. Member FDIC
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Josh Turner (MCA Nashville)
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Episodes of “The West Wing” leading up to shows on April 2 and 9 deal
with the presidential election between Republican Alan Vinick (Alan Alda),
left, and Democrat Matt Santos (Jimmy Smits).
McGarry, formerly Bartlet’s
chief of staff and then Santos’
running mate) happened at a
point where producers and writers had “pretty much” made a
decision, according to Wells.
Perhaps Spencer’s death has
changed the original thinking.
There’s a feeling among some
critics and NBC insiders that
having Alda’s Republican candidate win the election would be a
tour de force ending for “The
West Wing,” which has projected
a Democratic liberal face during
its run.
The show’s cancellation hasn’t
put a negative spin on cast members’ attitudes.
“It’s a miracle to be able make
a living in a non-humiliating way

as an actor,” said Bradley Whitford (Josh Lyman). The actor
stressed that “The West Wing”
has offered creativity on a cultural level in an arena (commercial TV) where the stakes are
high.
Sheen said all the cast members felt they were involved in
something special when the
series started.
“The only real doubt we had
was whether it would work on
network television. It was a political show. There were no car
chases or fires. The action was in
the word. We wondered if the
audience and sponsors would
support us. And we quickly found
there was a market for this type
of show,” he said.

al and new instruments such as
the Garglephone coexist. The
contraption consists of narrow,
U-shaped piping with part of a 2liter bottle attached to one end.
Schwimmer is a composer,
pianist, singer and arranger who
has performed and recorded
throughout the world. He
describes himself as street educated in music.
“I play everything,”
Schwimmer says in a telephone
interview from his home in
Brooklyn, N.Y.
One of Schwimmer’s specialties is the theremin, an electromagnetic instrument controlled
by hand gestures.
He has written screenplays,
including one that won an

Academy Award for Best Live
Action Short Film.
His CD Theremin Noir, with
pianist Uri Caine and violinist
Mark Feldman, was called
haunting and unforgettable by
The Wire magazine in the United
Kingdom.
Schwimmer expects some
interesting sounds at The
Commons, especially when nose
flutes are handed out to the
audience.
With the plastic contraptions
that fit over the nose and mouth,
visitors will join the duo in a
musical number.
“It’s an amazing sound,”
Schwimmer says.
Yet, even with the funny stuff,
“the music is serious,” he says.

GRAND
GRAND OPENING
OPENING XBOX 360
Sign up to win an

SUPERBOWL
Tailgate Party
February 4
9:00am-12pm

Serving Indiana for Over 75 Years

Name
Address
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State
Phone
Email

Join In
RADIO DISNEY
February 4
9:30-11:30am

Introductory Mortgage
Rates as low as

3.49% APR.

The 3.49% Annual Percentage Rate (APR) listed
above is fixed for the first six months then adjusts to
current note rate of 6.125% to 7.125% APR on a
5/1 Adjustable Rate Mortgage, amortized for up to
25 years for an owner occupied or 20 years on a
non-owner occupied, single family residential
dwelling. The monthly payment per $10,000
borrowed starts at $29.08 to $33.25 then adjusts to
$51.04 to $59.38 after 6 months. The 5/1 Adjustable
Rate Loan can increase 2% per year after the 5th
years with a maximum lifetime adjustment of 6%
from the note rate. Should the rate increase to
maximum interest rate, the monthly payment on a
loan amortized for 25 years would be $101.04 to
$109.38 per $10,000 borrowed. The Annual
Percentage Rate ranges from 5.515% to 7.129%.
This loan scenario assumes a maximum loan to
value of 80% of the real estate. Certain Loan
Restrictions and credit qualifications apply.
Automatic deduction of monthly mortgage payment
from a Citizens Bank deposit account. This offer is
good for a limited time only and cannot be used in
conjunction with any other offer, promotion or rate
special.. Member FDIC

PRESIDENT
February 3

GREAT
GIVEAWAYS

42”
PLASMA TV

Additional

XBOX 360
SMITH VALLEY &
HIGHWAY 135

317-883-0662
1675 W. Smith Valley Rd, Suite A1
Visit our other location on County Line Road across from the Mall

Drive-Up
Open 7am - 7pm
Monday thru Friday
Saturday 7am - 12pm

We can help you
consolidate those
high payments!

PF Call PERSONAL FINANCE
317-887-9973
C
50 N. Airport Pkwy, Greenwood

Thinking about

“refreshing”
your look?
You can!
Find out how!

Zip

Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Entry will be drawn
Sunday, February 4th

Meet the

Don’t let the
increased minimum
payments drain your
bank account.

.25%
decrease on
Consumer
Loan Rate
*Must have autopay from Citizens Bank checking
account. Credit Approval Required. This offer
cannot be used in conjunction with any other
specials promotional rates. Member FDIC.
Expires 03.31/06

Dr. W. Gregory Chernoff
A COMPLIMENTARY SEMINAR
Tuesday, February 7th at 6:30 pm

You’ll learn about:
- The latest cosmetic surgical techniques and enhancement opportunities
- Skin care techniques and products
- All attendees will receive a certificate for a complimentary microdermabrasion treatment
February Specials...
-Valentine’s Package
10% OFF Gift Certificates / 15% OFF All Eye Creams

Indiana
Aesthetic Spa
and Laser Center
Dr. W. Gregory Chernoff

located at

Indiana Eye Clinic
30 N. Emerson Ave. • Greenwood

317-889-1868
Call now to reserve your spot!

GIFT CERTIFIC ATES NOW AVAIL ABLE!

